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so how do you 
start?
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About Me:

Hello, my name is Mari Corona and I am a Photographer and Writer who 
Empowers, Motivates, and Inspires through images and words.

I am a Wellness Advocate encouraging BIPOC self-care, mental health, and 
women’s wellness as a Priority not an after-thought.

I am a Healing through Arts Facilitator advocating for Transforming traumas 
into the foundation that Creates your Best Life.

I was born to Dominican immigrant parents and raised in Brooklyn, New York. I 
fell in love with photography between the ages of 6 and 8 and found comfort 
behind the lens when my emotions were too much for me to understand and 
life around me was unnerving.

As I grew older I found that my time behind my lens helped me process my 
emotions more clearly, allowed me to change my perspective, and get to know 
who I really was and wanted to be.

I’ve worked with NYCares. Org, JCC Harlem, The Reciprocity Foundation, and 
numerous Wellness / Sister Circle events throughout NYC over the years.



Welcome

Change can be Painful, Liberating or BOTH!
It’s all about perspective.

Today we will dig into one of the most important gems 
required for creating and sustaining a 

healthy mindset and lifestyle.

Today we talk about 
MINDFULNESS AND MINDFUL LIVING





What is Mindfulness?

                Today we have gathered in this space to…

● Explore the meaning of what it means to be Mindful
● Why practicing this lifestyle is a moment by moment CHOICE
● What can happen as a result
● How you can benefit from this form of living
● Where to you start
● What offers / tools can you use



DEFINITION: Mindfulness

● The quality or state of being conscious or aware of 
something. 

● A mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness 
on the present moment, while calmly acknowledging 

and accepting one’s feelings, thoughts, and bodily 
sensations, used as a therapeutic technique.

          





Exercises to encourage your Mindfulness journey
              

● Add 10 minutes to ALL your house clocks
● Stretch in bed for 5 minutes before you get up
● Make your bed in the morning
● Don’t check your phone until at LEAST ½ hr after you get up
● Turn off email, & any other social media alerts
● Close your eyes while sipping your tea or coffee
● Put phone away during dinner
● Listen to high vibration frequency sound music daily (you tube)
● Don’t engage in useless conversations
● Reduce eating while watching tv
● Pay attention while in the shower
● SLOW DOWN in all you do



I am Feeling…
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Purge & Release Burn Ritual

One of the things that I have found that has helped me immensely 
over the years has been the following ritual. I did not invent this by any means, 

this practice has been around for a very long time and has been used in many ways.

Sometimes people hurt us and we may not be able to express ourselves directly to them. Emotions may be so 
delicate and so fresh that any conversation will not be productive let alone transformative.

For this reason my go to is the following…

● Write a DETAILED letter. Say everything you feel needs to be said. Do not censor yourself, be explicit, be 
specific, be honest, be true to your experience, don’t hold ANYTHING back, let it all out.

● Once you feel you are done sign it
● Get matches or a lighter. Walk over to your sink or get a safe container
● Stand safely over your sink or bowl, close your eyes, say a prayer, a mantra, a few words, anything that 

will seal your intention in writing this, for example “I am writing you this letter to release the pain I carry 
from your neglect”. Whatever it is say out loud, light the letter, take few deep breaths, and watch it safely 
burn and release

● Safely wash away any left over pieces move on

Do this as often as you require and in time you will see the ease you will start to feel, the shift in your emotions, 
and the new perspectives it will offer your healing journey.

Best of Luck 
Xo,

Mari



Bri C.-
Mari has a special gift for making people feel comfortable and seen. She uses her warm nature to truly listen to and 
hear others and has always made herself available for advice or a boost of positive encouragement. Her selflessness 
and empathy make her a light in the lives of everyone she comes in contact with.

Jessy Santana-
Mari is a grounded energy and powerful force for holding spaces of healing. She has helped me on my healing 
journey and always has sound reflections and words of wisdom for myself and those in our communities. 

Lori Rodriguez -
Mari embodies the definition of what it means to be a safe space. She not only gives great advice but she is such an 
amazing listener! Never has she made me feel like my opinions and thoughts don’t matter. Instead, she has actually 
helped change my perspective on a lot of things in life starting with self image and confidence! When I “grow up” I’d 
love to embody a lot of who she is 🥰

Maribel Bolivar-
Having a sister like Mari in my life is a blessing bc she helps me see the light at the end of my sometimes dark 
tunnel. She listens and is empathic. Her words are kind and inspiring and I walk away from our conversation with 
a  clear train of thought and a positive attitude 💕

Eboni H.-
Mari has been a pillar of mindfulness in my life. Through our conversations, 
I’ve been able to unfold the layers of my healing; specifically in the realm of daughterhood and understanding my 
mother’s journey in this life. I am grateful to know her.

Testimonials



Laura Castellano-
Mari has given me new perspective on what generational trauma is and how to deal w all these feelings that come 
attached to it. She has been inspirational in teaching us how to take care of  us first, how to Manage being mom, 
wife, career women all into one person and allowing us to learn how to take care of " me" first. For me and my 
sister as my dad passed in February, she kept close watch on us..reaching out to make sure we were okay.  
Moments where I felt lost and and unseen her messages of encouragement were appreciated. And I feel we never 
thank her enough. ❤

Gilbert A.-
Mari is someone that throughout my whole life has made me feel at ease not just with her but with myself. 
There’s never any hint of judgement when talking with her. You can really talk to her about anything and better 
yet, she’ll always give advice that you can take with you forever.

Tamika Parker-
Being friends with Mari has been enlightening in many ways. Her positive attitude encourages me to be more 
reflective of myself. The many conversations we’ve had around health and wellness has helped me to stay 
focused, and to keep moving.

Marcelo Bravo-
Throughout the eight years that I have had the pleasure of knowing Mari, I am always struck by  her ability to 
share wisdom and guidance from a place of genuine kindness and humility. Mari is  a fantastic communicator 
with a gift of being able to truly listen in conversation by being  present. I have always felt comfortable opening 
up to her about the matters I hold dearest to my  heart. Mari inspires me to practice mindful communication so 
that I can be that same support  system for all of my loved ones. 

Testimonials



Mindfulness Resources

Creating your Best Life is literally clicks away…

Today there is NO excuse for not changing or discarding what 
no longer serves you here’s another great place to start

              
● Mindful.org

https://www.mindful.org/


Web: VisionsbyMari.com
Web: Livinginmommywoodblog.wordpress.com

Ig: @visionssbymari
Ig: @livinginmommywood

Email:  aboutmari@gmail.com


